Form for the issue of a blocking note due to publishing in a journal

Family name, first name:

Title of thesis/habilitation:

Institute:

Date of oral examination:

My thesis/habilitation is connected to its publishing in a journal. In order to comply with copyright law, the thesis/habilitation may not be published before a certain date.

Thus, I request that the University Library retains all statutory copies and, as far as they exist, digital copies of my thesis/habilitation while not making them publicly available. I will contact the University Library in writing as soon as the blocking is no longer necessary. I agree that the thesis/habilitation will be made publicly available after the expiry of 1 year, starting on the day the blocking note is signed.

An extension of the blocking period is possible after prior consultation 4 weeks at the earliest before expiry, provided that the relevant regulations allow a longer blocking period.

______________________________  ________________________________
Place, date  Signature author

The blocking is supported by:

______________________________  ________________________________
Name of supervisor  Signature supervisor

As at 16. March 2017